Romancing the Real You (London Loves Series) (Volume 2)

Eva is a sexy psychic who wants to be
adored. Shes shacked up with alpha male,
Victor Valentine, hoping to use his C-list
celebrity status to boost both their careers
to superstardom and billionaire status. Her
delightful assistant and former stripper,
Charlie, knows shes happiest when shes
being the real Eva. The friction between
them sizzles in each steamy love scene!
But Evas plans involve deceiving her way
to the top, which Charlie knows wont make
her happy. To make matters worse, sworn
enemy, Max Richards, is a podcaster
determined to expose Victor and Eva as
fraudsters. His dream is to nail them live
on TV. Will Eva choose Victor, fame, and
fortune; or Charlie, the man who wants to
show her that its better to be loved by one
than adored by thousands?
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